It's clear to see why researchers value CURRENT CONTENTS® so highly.

Each week, it gives them more information than they could otherwise uncover about current developments in their fields. Detailed bibliographic data...complete author abstracts...author keywords...KeyWords Plus®...author and publisher names and addresses.

All useful, relevant data carefully extracted from the most scholarly, peer-reviewed journals in the world. Which makes CURRENT CONTENTS a true reflection of the research that influences their work.

And because ISI® indexes that information so thoroughly, researchers can retrieve it quite easily. And conveniently access the full text through our own document delivery service, The Genuine Article®.

After all, ISI has been making things easy for researchers for over thirty-five years. By knowing what they value...and then giving it to them. Which gives them the edge they need.
SciTech Reference Plus
The scientific and technical communities of the U.S. and Canada — at your fingertips — with SciTech Reference PLUS! Access every corner of the scientific community
28 search criteria, 16 browsable indexes, and database cross-searching give you fast access to detailed profiles of 124,000 U.S. and Canadian scientists and engineers from American Men and Women of Science ... 8,000 research facilities and independent labs active in commercial or applied research from the Directory of American Research and Technology ... 25,000 leading U.S. and international technology firms from the Directory of Corporate Affiliations ... 314,000 books covering every aspect of the sci-tech and medical fields from Books in Print ... and 63,000 sci-tech and medical serials from Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory.

Whether you're a librarian or researcher, marketing professional or student, you can...

• Locate experts in all the physical, biological and related sciences. Consult SciTech Reference PLUS's detailed profiles to find and contact expert witnesses, subjects for articles, and speakers for conferences.
• Discover who owns which research facilities and determine their mission. Identify candidates for cooperative research ventures.
• Develop mailing lists. Get the names and addresses of vital decision makers to market new products or take advantage of employment opportunities.
• Find virtually every sci-tech and medical publication published or distributed in the U.S. Update your collection by easily accessing and ordering the most current materials in hot fields such as plastics or genetic engineering, or quickly print bibliographies for patrons.

So when you want to research the people and companies making today's technological advances — without wasting time and effort — you need an advanced research tool — SciTech Reference PLUS! Call today to order or for more information!

• Bowker • Reed Reference Electronic Publishing
121 Chanlon Road, New Providence, NJ 07974

Dial toll free 1-800-323-3288, and press 2
FAX 908-565-3288
e-mail: info@bowker.com
www site: http://www.reedref.com
Ablex Publishing

announces the release of the following 1996 titles in the Information, Management, & Policy Series

- Service Quality in Academic Libraries
  Peter Hernon, Simmons College, Boston

- Assessing the Public Library Planning Process
  Annabel Stephens, University of Alabama

- Reclaiming the American Library Past:
  Writing the Women In
  Suzanne Hildenbrand, University of Buffalo

Send this ad in for a free IMPS brochure or new 1996-97 Ablex Book Catalog
(Please indicate and send with address to:)
Promotions Dept.
Ablex Publishing, 355 Chestnut Street,
Norwood NJ 07648
201-767-8455 or FAX 201-767-6717